
HOW TO STENCIL: Position your Stencil on the wall and tape it to the 
surface with a few pieces of low tack tape - not regular white masking tape 
because it’s way too sticky for most painted surfaces and will likely pull 
off the base paint when you remove your stencil.  You can also use a spray 
adhesive to achieve even cleaner and crisper edges. 

Now pour some paint onto a foam plate. Load your foam roller by 
rolling it into the paint a few times until it absorbs most or all of it. Roll the 
stencil with your roller using light to medium pressure. Excessive pressure 
may cause paint bleeding under the stencil. Be careful not to roll over the 
outside edges of the stencil! 

You can easily check how you’re doing by carefully un-taping and lifting 
one corner of the stencil and taking a peek.  You may need 2 coats to 
achieve good coverage. Let the 1st coat dry for a couple of minutes and 
then roll the stencil again. Make sure the stencil got even paint coverage 
and it’s dry before removing it 

Now remove the stencil and enjoy your artwork! It’s always a good idea 
to remove the stencil slowly so the tape doesn’t accidentally pull off any 
background paint.

Continue stenciling by re-positioning Stencil #1 until all walls are done.
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HOW TO STENCIL: Position your Stencil on the wall and tape it to the 
surface with a few pieces of low tack tape - not regular white masking tape 
because it’s way too sticky for most painted surfaces and will likely pull 
off the base paint when you remove your stencil.  You can also use a spray 
adhesive to achieve even cleaner and crisper edges. 

Now pour some paint onto a foam plate. Load your foam roller by 
rolling it into the paint a few times until it absorbs most or all of it. Roll the 
stencil with your roller using light to medium pressure. Excessive pressure 
may cause paint bleeding under the stencil. Be careful not to roll over the 
outside edges of the stencil! 

You can easily check how you’re doing by carefully un-taping and lifting 
one corner of the stencil and taking a peek.  You may need 2 coats to 
achieve good coverage. Let the 1st coat dry for a couple of minutes and 
then roll the stencil again. Make sure the stencil got even paint coverage 
and it’s dry before removing it 

Now remove the stencil and enjoy your artwork! It’s always a good idea 
to remove the stencil slowly so the tape doesn’t accidentally pull off any 
background paint.

Continue stenciling by re-positioning Stencil #2 until all walls are done.
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HOW TO STENCIL: Position your Stencil on the wall and tape it to the 
surface with a few pieces of low tack tape - not regular white masking tape 
because it’s way too sticky for most painted surfaces and will likely pull 
off the base paint when you remove your stencil.  You can also use a spray 
adhesive to achieve even cleaner and crisper edges. 

Now pour some paint onto a foam plate. Load your foam roller by 
rolling it into the paint a few times until it absorbs most or all of it. Roll the 
stencil with your roller using light to medium pressure. Excessive pressure 
may cause paint bleeding under the stencil. Be careful not to roll over the 
outside edges of the stencil! 

You can easily check how you’re doing by carefully un-taping and lifting 
one corner of the stencil and taking a peek.  You may need 2 coats to 
achieve good coverage. Let the 1st coat dry for a couple of minutes and 
then roll the stencil again. Make sure the stencil got even paint coverage 
and it’s dry before removing it 

Now remove the stencil and enjoy your artwork! It’s always a good idea 
to remove the stencil slowly so the tape doesn’t accidentally pull off any 
background paint.

Continue stenciling by re-positioning Stencil #3 until all walls are done.
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